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Abstract
The research paper focuses on investigating geo-political moves from the Chinese perspective whether there is a
possibility for China to succeed in their negotiating acts between Bangladesh and Myanmar, which
chronologically provides: a background to find the origin of the problem, clarifies reasons so important as a
negotiator in this issue, the possible outcomes of the negotiation process and how it may affect China‟s political
standing with a series of research questions and problem statement. The researcher primarily denounces the
conventional ideas that China only prefers to look after Myanmar‟s interest or Sino-Myanmar relationship.
Methodology section briefly analyzes the nature of the research and the type of data are used to justify
researcher‟s alternative views. The researcher demonstrates a comparative picture between Bangladesh and
Myanmar in terms of their economic, political and military relationship with China both nations equally from
their geo-political standing. Finally, the researcher describes to predict the possible outcomes of the current
negotiation process considering Chinese involvement in Humanitarian aspects, steps taken by the Myanmar
Military regime in repatriating the Rohingyas, Why does the democratic reform process so necessary for China
as a negotiator, What Myanmar must do to regain the trust Rohingya citizens and how the current situation is
endangering the Chinese diplomacy or why a worsening scenario between China and Myanmar may arise. All
the findings and analysis inherently support the author‟s alternative view and duly answer the research questions.
Finally, the researcher discussed about the common lessons learned so far from international relations
perspective.
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1. Introduction
In order to understand the role of China may or may not resolve the Rohingya crisis it is essential to look at the
background of the Rohingya history. It is needless to say that both China and Bangladesh are deeply involved in
a crisis which is completely Myanmar‟s domestic problem from the outer perspective. Based on the information
captured by Rahman, Anusara, Chanthamith, Hossain and Al-amin (2018) Rohingyas are the ancient settlers of
the Arakan state – a state which was lately known as Rakhine where the early dynasties were originated as
followers of Hindus and Mahayana Buddhists. This literature further suggests that the Arab traders used Arakan
for naval routes, who eventually settled down in Arakan, married members of the local community – as a result
the Muslim population grew formidably in the region (Ibid, 2018). Ibid (2018) also prescribed a series of events
from which it seems clear that these Muslim communities in Arakan who gradually came to be known as
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Rohingyas, went through many racial conflicts since the Mughal administration that continued up to the
post-British colonial period. The above document also provides the researcher a strong indication that the
struggle of the Rohingya population in regard to their ethnic identity is clearly a case of racial discrimination.
Majumder, Chopra and Chakraborty (2015) supported this view by describing the Rohingyas as stateless people
that existed in Myanmar without being granted a right to citizenship – who are being victimized largely in the
Northern part of Myanmar. Even though Islam (2009) defined Rohingyas as Arab traders who guarded around
the coastal line of Bay of Bengal and mentioned a common connection between the language of Rohingyas with
that of the local community in Chittagong–this notion can also be backed by evidences which are provided by
other authors such as Leider (2013) who clearly suggested a crucial link between the Rohingyas and the ancient
Bengali Muslims.
The Initial investigation which is conducted by the author convincingly suggests that because of the late
incidences which are arising between the Myanmar military and the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army caused
almost 13, 00,000 Rohingyas fleeing from Myanmar to Bangladesh. Circumstantial evidences proved that this
above event is imposing a huge economic/environmental/infrastructural burden upon the host community as well
as causing numerous number of global and domestic political headaches for the current Bangladeshi government
(Imran and Mian, 2014; UNDP, 2018) Third, there are strong evidences to believe that China‟s path to regional
hegemony exerts a maximum effort on not pushing Myanmar or other South-East Asian countries closer to a US
or Western dominance in terms of a trade or political rivalries in the region, especially when one considers the
persistent US threat to erode the Chinese leadership containment (Yhome, 2019; Joy, 2018; Womack 2004 &
Cheng 2013). Besides, China has many sensitive geo-political issues which linked them to both Bangladesh and
Myanmar (Joy, 2018, Yhome, 2018, Ramchandran, 2017 & Bhattacharjee, 2018). Based on these facts and
considering the political, economic as well as military aspects the author predicts that China is bound to
simultaneously protect the interests of both Bangladesh and Myanmar despite their so-called preferences in
protecting their internal ties with the Myanmar military administration.
2. Discussion
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi has wrapped up a visit to Myanmar in which he met his counterpart and de
facto leader Aung San Suu Kyi. It was the first visit by a foreign official since the new government took office.
What statement is intended with this visit, and what can be expected from the China-Myanmar relationship going
forward? Suu Kyi will likely be appointed to a role similar to prime minister, although the bill was opposed by
the country's remaining military powers. What should her priorities be? And will a strong relationship with China
help her in the formidable tasks of stabilizing the country and boosting economic growth?
China is a permanent member of the UN Security Council with veto power over whether the issue will be
brought before the International Criminal Court. It has been reticent about condemning Myanmar's government
during the crisis. Hua said China believes the Rohingya issue has a complex historical, religious and ethnic
background and China wishes to play a "constructive role" in finding a proper solution. More than 700,000
Rohingya have fled into neighboring Bangladesh over the past year to escape a Myanmar government
crackdown that followed rebel attacks on security and police posts. Hua also criticized comments made by
President Donald Trump accusing Beijing of not being supportive in efforts to denuclearize North Korea. A
textbook case of ethnic cleansing says the UN''s top human rights official. Nearly 400,000 Rohingyas have fled
Burma in the past fortnight for neighboring Bangladesh after skirmishes between local militants and authorities
triggered a fierce backlash. So what should the wider international community do? China has proposed a
three-phase approach to solving the Rohingya refugee crisis involving Myanmar and Bangladesh. Visiting
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi outlined China's position at a news conference with Myanmar's State
Counselor and Foreign Minister Aung San Suu Kyi on Sunday. The United Nations says more than 480 thousand
Rohingya refugees entered Bangladesh in the past month, after fleeing violence in Myanmar. UN Secretary
General Antonio Guterres is to address the Security Council on Thursday. The Myanmar government, military
and local ethnic Rakhine Buddhists are methodically reshaping the scarred Myanmar state in their absence with
any hope of significant numbers of refugee repatriation looking increasingly unlikely; Nowhere is this truer than
in Myanmar, where China is a key factor in the peace process and has come to the defense of the government
over the Rohingya crisis in Rakhine State. Assessing China‟s role in and perspectives toward Myanmar‟s internal
conflicts can offer important insights into conflict dynamics inside the country and help for potential U.S. peace
support policies. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres Speaks at UN Briefing.
3. Conclusion
If Myanmar fails to resolve their internal political conflicts with the ethnic groups, it will bitterly affect the
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Sino-Myanmar relationship in the long-run, therefore, will not only pose challenges for the Chinese political
standing in South-East Asia but will also change their current role as a negotiator in the Rohingya issues.
4. Conflict of Interest
There was no conflict of interest with or involvement in any organization or entity with any financial or
non-financial interest in the title matter or materials discussed in the review article.
5. Hypothesis
A. Conventional Wisdom: „China prefers Myanmar over Bangladesh considering their greater geo-political
interests which will affect their role as a mediator in resolving the Rohingya crises in a negative manner‟
B. Alternative Wisdom: „China has an equal geo-political interest in both Bangladesh and Myanmar; China‟s
relationship with Myanmar will certainly experience a diplomatic breakdown, which will affect their role in
Rohingya issues given Myanmar fails to resolve their internal political uncertainties in the long run‟
6. Objective of the Study
To predict the future geo-political direction includes political, economic and defensive position of China in the
Rohingya crisis issue as a hegemonic a leader.
7. Methods
It was a descriptive study where quantitative and qualitative both type of data was used systematically and
accurately. The facts and the characteristics of a given population or an area of interest, individual group or
situations in order to find a new meaning, also describe or observe the document aspects, answer questions based
on current events. At least five original documents such as Foreign Policy statements made by the
President/Prime Minister/Foreign Minister/Defense Minister/Permanent Representative to the United Nations or
any official policy paper on Rohingya Issue along with a list of at least 15 journal articles/book chapters/study
reports/newspaper commentaries that clearly address the research/term paper topic.6.0. proper ethical consent
was taken from the respective concerns. Data was analyzed using computer and SPSS software. As primary
documents a list of at least five original documents such-Foreign Policy statements made by the President/Prime
Minister/Foreign Minister/Defense Minister/Permanent Representative to the United Nations or any official
policy paper on Rohingya Issue and Secondary documents were a list of at least 15 journal articles/book
chapters/study reports/newspaper commentaries etc. that clearly address the research/term paper topic.
8. Qualitative Findings
Looking at the primary document China proposed a three step plan as a mediator to sort out the relationship
between Myanmar and Bangladesh –(1) Ceasefire to restore peace for homeless refugees, (2) Building stronger
communication channel between the two countries in order to build a friendly relationship (3) Achieving a
sustainable solution to the problem on the basis of mutual agreement and finally revealing the root causes of the
problem so that it can increase the development and economic investment in Rakhine (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 2017). The researcher explored some further qualitative primary documents: In an interview with DW
(Deutsche Welle) it seems pretty clear that the Rohingya refugees are adamant to abandon their homeland on a
permanent basis where the interviewee Foreign Minister AK Abdul Momen clearly mentioned about relocating
these refugees in Bhasan Char. Statements which are made by the foreign ministry of People‟s Republic of China
indicate the following: “Wang Yi expressed that China was pleased to see the progress made in the process of
peaceful reconciliation in Myanmar.
Additionally, document provided by the Chinese Embassy in Bangladesh clearly supports the above data where
H.E. Zhang Zuo–the Chinese ambassador repeatedly mentioned in his speech about the 16 billion dollars of
bilateral trade, the size and the amount of Chinese engineering contracts in Bangladesh compared to the other
countries in South-East Asia and the growing size of the e-commerce and financial market linkages between the
two nations. The researcher tried get some collective evidences on Chain‟s current foreign policy by exploring
one of the recent UN speeches given by the Chinese president because the researcher thinks this new Chinese
guideline might add a whole new dimension to it‟s current relationship with the Myanmar military regime in
resolving the Rohingya crisis. Consultation is an important form of democracy, and it should also become an
important means of exercising contemporary international governance. We should resolve disputes and
differences through dialogue and consultation” (UN Speech, 2015)
Additional primary documents were collected which may help in identifying the negative aspects for China in
regard to Myanmar‟s foreign policy on the problem considering the positive ideology of the Chinese president:
In an interview with BBC (British Broadcasting Channel) Myanmar leader Aung San Suu Kyi had shown a
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strong denial of any type of ethnic cleansing (Kyi, 2017) the researcher was willing to instigate a possibility of
whether China will be under any kind of circumstantial pressure from the international community due to the
predicted failure in it‟s mediation role and will that be a challenging issue from Chinese diplomatic perspective?
As a part of that investigation, it was revealed that China faces a tremendous pressure from US and it‟s Western
allies in regard to their present views on Rohingya crisis and dealings with Myanmar. So there is a strong reason
to believe that the above circumstance may ultimately produce a negative impact on their political standing in
South-East Asia. First of all, China was severely criticized for it‟s current political attitude towards US. (Pence,
2018, p.1). No „primary quantitative‟ evidence on the above issues could be collected by the researcher due to
the shorter span of time.
9. Secondary Documents
Chinese political interest in Mynanmar: From the findings of Yhome (2018) it seems China‟s political interests
in Myanmar arises from the background of the ethnic conflicts in Myanmar - which is strongly linked to its
borderland security. The finding also confirmed that “border stability” is very crucial for China as the process
includes border inhabitants with multi-cultural identities leading to conflict of ethnic races near the Chinese
border (Ibid, 2018). Ibid (2018)
Screening through the above documents, one could clearly arrive at this conclusion that China serves a greater
political influence in Myanmar which they could always use to their advantage, specially, while it comes to
playing role as a negotiator in resolving a conflict between the ethnic minorities and the central government of
Myanmar but the only issue that concerns the researcher in the current study is whether this role will favor or
disfavor the Rohingya Muslim refugees.
Chinese Military interest in Myanmar: The same findings also indicate that the major military aspects which tied
up these two countries are as follows: (1)
To obstacle the defense planning of India; (2) To facilitate the
access to Myanmar naval bases so that it can increase Chinese influences over Indian Ocean; (3) To look after
the Chinese commercial interest in South-China Sea (Ibid, 1999). After going through these evidences, the
researcher thinks, there is a strong reason to believe that China will continue it‟s military ties with Myanmar
irrespective of the Rohingya issues and international condemnation at Myanmar military‟s because of their
recent action in Rakhine.
Chinese political, economic and military interest in Bangladesh: On the contrary, the researcher gathered
additional data that shows China is not wholly interested in Myanmar or only prioritizes their position against a
possible terrorist attack by the armed ethnic groups at the borderland. China would always want to avoid a direct
military clash. The researcher further believes that any possible clash between China and the Myanmar military
may disrupt the Chinese BRI plan and China never wants that.
The lion-share of the China‟s investments in Myanmar are in the power sector (57%), while oil, gas and other
mining make up 18% of Chinese investment. A typical feature of Chinese companies investing in Myanmar is
that they are usually state-owned (Lwin, 2019).
Table 1. Six major projects to monitor by the Chinese in Myanmar in 2019
(Estimations In US dollars –

Sl
No.

Name of Projects

1

Kayupkhyu Deep Sea Port

2

Muse-Mandalay Railway Project

3

New Yangoon Development Project

4

billions for 2019)
1.3
9
1.5

3 border economic zones (Muse and Chin Shwe Haw in Shan State, and Kan
Pite Tee in Kachin State)

5.8

5

Myitsone Hydro-power project

3.6

6

Kayupkhyu-Kunming railway project

20

Total

41.2

Chart 1
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Kayupkhyu Deep Sea Port
9
Muse-Mandalay Railway Project

20
1.5
5.8

New Yangoon Development Project

3.6

(Lwin, 2019)
Map 1

(Lwin, 2019)
Chines Economic Investment in Bangladesh
Table 2. Chinese Investment in Bangladesh
Chinese Investment in Bangladesh
FDI
Power and Infrastructure related
BRI related
Total
(Source: Prothom Alo, 2019)

(Estimated in US dollars - Billions)
3.6
21.6
38
63.2

Chart 2
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(Estimated in US dollars - Billions)
80
60
40
20
0

FDI
Power and Infastructure related
FDI

Power and BRI related
Infastructure
related

Total

BRI related
Total

(Source: Prothom Alo, 2019)
Chinese military interest in Myanmar:
Exchange of high-level visits between Tatmadaw and PLA (People Liberation Army) had significant aspects on
military relations through joint training programs where China involved Myanmar officers at the PLA's Staff
College and Defense College. China co-operated Burmese army by deploying troops along the border and
conducted military exercises in a full scale. China conducted its joint naval exercise with Myanmar since 2017.
Chinese military interest in Myanmar:
China was the biggest supplier of arms to Bangladesh from 2009 to 2013, with the country accounting for 82%
of the total arms imported by Bangladesh during the period. SIPRI data shows Bangladesh procured anti-ship
missiles, tanks, fighter aircrafts and other arms from China between 2008 and 2012 (Dhaka Tribune, 2014; Shao;
2019)
Chart 3

(Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, 2018)
Chinese humanitarian role:
According to the latest source of information, China will provide 2,500 tons of rice for Rohingyas living in
Bangladesh after being forcibly displaced from Myanmar (Times of India, 2019)
Chinese Political interest in Bangladesh and Myanmar:
Not much quantitative data were found in regard to this issue due to the narrative style of the aspect.
Table 1. A. Economic interest-A comparisons of the major Chinese properties
1

Current Chinese investment in major projects that concerns Rakhine

41.2

2

Chinese investment in Bangladesh to boost their Belt and Road initiative

63.2
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Chart 4
1 Current Chinese investment in
major projects that concerns
Rakhine

41.2

2 Chinese investment in
Bangladesh to boost their Belt and
Road initiative

63.2

(Source: DW, 2019 & Lwin, 2019)
As the above data clearly suggests (from Table 1. A and Chart 4) that China possesses a greater investment
interest based on the recent progression of it‟s trade relationship with Bangladesh compared to that with
Myanmar.
Chart 5
(In Billions)
15
10
5
0

10.35
6.22
(In Billions)
Myanmar imports

Bangladesh imports

1

2

Source: (COMTRADE, 2019)
This above data in Chart 5 strongly supports the earlier claim of the researcher that Bangladesh is currently a
more important trade partner with China who recently imported more than Myanmar, therefore, plays a more
significant value in terms of the Chinese foreign trade balance.
Table 2. Military interest-A Comparison
Arms export and import from 2014 to 2016
1

Bangladesh export of arms and weaponries from China

890

2

Myanmar export of arms and weaponries from China

440

Chart 6. China‟s Arms and weaponry investment in both countries – Bangladesh vs. Myanmar
1000

890

500

440

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Source: (Dhaka Tribune, 2014; Shao, 2019 & Perwita, 2018)
Table 1. B and Chart 6 clearly suggest that despite the huge arms supply of China to Myanmar (especially at the
crunching time 2014-2016 of the recent Rohingya Crisis), Based on the above data China possess an equal
military interest in Bangladesh. So according to the researcher, if anything that is encouraging China to keep it‟s
stronger ties with Myanmar military that is the borderland instability as it might put the Chinese investors in a
damaging position in the long run–and it might, in fact adversely affect the Sino-Myanmar relationship.
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9.1 Qualitative Analysis
A. From „Table 1‟ and „Chart 1” - the data simultaneously indicate that China has a potential interest in Rakhine.
C. On the other hand, Table 2 and Chart 2 clearly represent the fact that China is strongly interested in protecting
their trade interest with Bangladesh;
D. Table 3 further, represents the Chinese interest in building their dominance over South-China Sea which
doesn‟t completely justify the view that China is only interested in addressing the „Islamic militancy factors‟– a
problem that is arising due to the armed ethnic wings‟ in Myanmar.
E. On the contrary, Chart 3 strongly suggests that Bangladesh largely depends on China for their defense
capability just as Myanmar or even more. It is good news from Chinese perspective.
F. Going through the primary document on Zuo – the Chinese ambassador‟s statement during his visit in
Bangladesh, it is very much evident that China views Bangladesh as equally important as Myanmar to build it‟s
common market in South-East Asia from economic perspective.
G. The above document also describes information that provides a similarity of the nature of Chinese investment
which was made in Rakhine state – purely infrastructural.
After analyzing all these documents there is a strong reason to believe that Chinese motivation is well known
and quite familiar – an attempt to build a strong economic region in South Asia that parallelly involves both
Myanmar and Bangladesh.
J. Finally, It is also important to remember how China‟s own human rights violations might play a role in its
deliberations. Specifically, China‟s treatment of its own Muslim minority is significant.
K. Lantengine and Marc (2015) proposes that China has recently implemented a more multi-dimensional
political culture which breeds a strong willingness of maintain a positive approach that might hugely disfavor the
Myanmar‟s current policies about its ongoing attitude towards the domestic problem.
L. it was further evident to the researcher that despite the repeated Chinese diplomatic intervention, neither the
invasion of the Myanmar military on ground has stopped nor Myanmar military was being able in succeeding to
regain their full control over the armed ethnic groups.
N. Finally, the researcher strongly proposes that Chinese economic, political or military interest in Myanmar are
briefly equivalent to those with Bangladesh.
10. Lessons Learned
A. China and Myanmar may turn out to be the best friends or the worst foes in the near future due to Myanmar‟s
hardliner approach towards the Rohingya minorities and other internal conflicts.
B. Given China fails to arrive at a positive diplomatic situation - It will create a huge political pressure upon
China from the perspective of the international communities.
C. China might have to pay a heavy price by losing it‟s ties either with Myanmar or Bangladesh in economic,
political or military terms but at the same time continuing its support towards the Myanmar military will not
bring a positive result for Chinese policy makers.
D. China must prioritize the humanitarian ground over it‟s national interest. The researcher can be strongly
supported by drawing evidences from Song (2018) who believes if China wants to be in a proper leadership role
of global refugee governance it must prioritize principles like refugee protection, protect refugees inside their
own land and avoidance of coercion which are undoubtedly not happening in case of Rohingya refugees.
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